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Abstract: - Whether the design of knowledge base or the modeling of complex systems, when systems are
characterized as complex systems with high dimension and a variety of variables and factors, to reduce
complexity are necessary. Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) are a soft computing method for simulation and

analysis of complex system, which combines the fuzzy logic with theories of neural networks. It is
flexible in system design, model and control, the compr ehensive ope ration and the abstractive
representation of behavior for complex systems. When the complexity of the system, the application
and maintenance of FCM become more difficult, in particular, the inference is difficult to achieve and
not even gets the results. Therefore we present to partition the complex fuzzy cognitive map into smaller
chunks based on genetic algorithm in this paper. We construct partitioning rules and criticize rules. Finally, an
illustrative example is provided, and its results suggest that the method is capable of partitioning fuzzy
cognitive map.
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complex system, which combines the fuzzy logic
with theories of neural networks. Kosko introduced
them as an extension of cognitive maps in 1986 [2].
They were introduced as an extension of Cognitive
Maps, and originally applied to problems
concerning political science. Their main advantages
are flexibility and adaptability to a given domain [3].
In addition, FCM come with a convenient graph
representation, in which concepts are represented as
nodes of the graph and weighted casual edges
represent knowledge about associations between the
concepts. This technique is particularly suitable to
model qualitative rather than quantitative systems.
Quantitative modeling often is not suitable to
describe complex systems with strong nonlinearities and unknown physical behavior [4].
Being a qualitative approach, FCM are free from
most of the drawbacks that are inseparable
regarding quantitative modeling techniques.
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a stochastic global
search method that mimics the metaphor of natural
biological evolution. GA operates on a population of
potential solutions applying the principle of survival

1 Introduction
There is growing interest in building large
knowledge bases and complex system model.
Whether the design of knowledge base or the
modeling of complex systems, when systems are
characterized as complex systems with high
dimension and a variety of variables and factors, to
reduce complexity are necessary. The design of the
knowledge base forms the most crucial part from the
performance viewpoint of the expert system. Further,
the design of the knowledge base may be divided
into three sub-activities [1]: knowledge integration,
knowledge base verification and knowledge base
partitioning. The total knowledge base can be
partitioned into smaller chunks. As each partition
forms a portion of the total knowledge base, it is
obviously less complex than that of the entire
system. This reduction in complexity may aid the
verification, validation, and maintenance of the
expert system. Further, partitioning helps in
developing the modules of an expert system in
parallel.
Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) are a soft
computing method for simulation and analysis of
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of the fittest to produce (hopefully) better and better
approximations to a solution.
In this paper, we propose a method for the
partition of complex system, which is based on
genetic algorithm. It aims to provide a means for
partitioning complex system
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of FCM. Section 3 introduces
partition problem of FCM. Section 4 introduces
genetic algorithm. Section 5 applies the proposed
algorithm to partition the FCM. Section 6 is the
conclusion and suggestions for future works.

graph of concepts and showing the cause and effect
among concepts. Each node represents one of the
factors of the modeled system. The interconnections
among concepts of FCM signify the cause and effect
relationship one concept has on the others. These
weighted interconnections represent the direction
and degree with which concepts influence the value
of the interconnected concepts [41,42], and it is
described with the weight w ij , its value is usually
normalized to the interval [–1,1]. Positive values
describe promoting effect, while negative ones
describe inhibiting effect. Apart from the graph
representation, for computational purposes, a model
can be equivalently defined by a square matrix,
called connection matrix, which stores all weight
values for edges between corresponding concepts
represented by rows and columns. The system of n
nodes can be represented by n×n connection matrix.
An example of FCM model and its connection
matrix are shown as follow:

2 Fuzzy Cognitive Map
2.1 Background
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM), proposed by
Kosko [2], are a tool for modeling dynamic
systems, which combine elements of neural
networks with fuzzy logic. They represent
knowledge in a symbolic manner and relate
states, variables, events, outputs and inputs
using a cause and effect approach. FCM as a result
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of intuitive knowledge representation, and fast
numerical reasoning ability, as well as with neural
networks, graph theory, fuzzy logic and other areas
in close contact, making it has a wide range
application, the studies involve fault detection
[5,6,7,8], medical diagnosis [9], management
decision-making
[10,11,12,13,14,15,16],
the
analysis of social phenomena [17,18,19,20,21],
circuit analysis [22], geographic information
systems [24], stock analysis [24], the chess game
[25, 26], the control system [27,28,29,30,31], the
complex system modelling of other areas
[32,33,34,35,36,37]. The scope and range of the
applications demonstrate usefulness of this method
and motivate further research in this area.
FCM has several desirable properties, such as: it
is relatively simple to use for representing structured
knowledge [38], and the inference can be computed
by numeric matrix operation instead of explicit
IF/THEN rules [39]. Most importantly, they are
flexible in system design, model and control, the
comprehensive operation and the abstractive
representation of behavior for complex systems [40].
These advantageous modeling features of FCM
encourage us to study and broaden the functionality
and applicability of FCM in more problems and
systems.

A connection matrix W can conveniently
represents the graph Fig.1
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Fig.1 A Fuzzy Cognitive Map
Where wij specifies the value of a for an edge
from ith to jth concept node.
From the graphical representation of FCM, it
becomes clear that human knowledge and
experience are reflected in the selection of concepts
and weights for the interconnections between
concepts of the FCM.

2.2 Formalization of Fuzzy Cognitive Map
An FCM illustrates the model of a system using a
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In order to discuss conveniently, we presented
the formal definition FCM as follow:
A FCM consists of nodes-concepts, each nodeconcept represents one of the key-factors of the
system, and it is characterized by a value C ∈ (0,1),
and a causal relationship between two concepts is
represented as an edge wij . wij indicates whether the
relation between the two concepts is direct or
inverse. The direction of causality indicates whether
the concept Ci causes the concept Cj . There are
three types of weights:
w ij >0 indicates direct causality between concepts
C i and C j . That is, the increase (decrease) in the
value of C i leads to the increase (decrease) on the
value of C j .
w ij <0 indicates inverse (negative) causality
between concepts Ci and Cj . That is, the increase
(decrease) in the value of C i leads to the decrease
(increase) on the value of C j .
w ij =0 indicates no relationship between C i and
Cj .
In order to discuss conveniently, we presented
the formal definition FCM as follows:
A fuzzy cognitive map F is a 4-tuple (V, E, C, f)
where
--V={v 1 , v2 , … , vn } is the set of n concepts
forming the nodes of a graph.
--E:(vi , vj ) → w ij is a function w ij ∈ E, v i , vj ∈ V,
with w ij denoting a weight of directed edge from vi
to v j . Thus E (V × V)=(w ij ) is a connection matrix.
--C: v i → C i is a function that at each concept vi
associates the sequence of its activation degrees,
such as Ci (t) given its activation degree at the
moment t. C(0) indicates the initial vector and
specifies initial values of all concept nodes and C(t)
is a state vector at iteration t.
--f is a transformation function, which includes
recurring relationship between C(t+1) and C(t).

 n



C i (t + 1) = f( ∑ wij C j (t ) )
 ij=≠1i




Fuzzy cognitive map has a good quality of
intelligent control, such as:
1) By the intelligent data-driven, it is consistent
with the direction of the development of AI.
2) The FCM is easily established and represents
problems directly, it forms a good mapping
relationship with the knowledge structure in the
minds of the experts of the field, so in a lot of
problems the experts often directly establish the
FCM system model.
3) It uses numerical reasoning, the relative facts
can be reasoned from the nodes of direct connection,
without having to traverse the entire Knowledge
Base.
4) For any number of knowledge sources, it can
construct its own FCM, and can obtain joint
distribution knowledge by integrated computation.
5) FCM can represent semantic network, and can
also handle the distribution knowledge.
6) Due to FCM combines fuzzy logic with neural
networks, it is easy to introduce learning mechanism.
It is foundation for intelligence of system. In
addition, the description of causality introduces
fuzzy measurement, it can naturally and directly
express logic meaning of the habit’s uses of human,
It very adapts to direct or high-level knowledge
expression.
7) It has a feedback mechanism so that it can
take the modeling for complex dynamic systems,
and the structure of tree, Bayes Network and
Markov network that is difficult to express the
dynamic causality system of feedback.
Furthermore, due to FCM is a weighted direction
graph, we can use a lot of the study result of graph
theory to analyze the structure and characteristic of
FCM.

3 Problem Statement
The partition problem of FCM is an optimal
assignation of concept nodes of FCM to different
chunks or partitions so as to minimize the switching
among partitions. The objective function to be
optimized reflects the extent to which the partitions
are independent of each other.
In order to reach the objective, the assignment of
the nodes-concepts to various partitions has to
satisfy the following rule and two constraints.
Suppose a large FCM can be divided into k
smaller chunks, ｛Gi ｝is a sets of s sub-graph. Gi
is a sub-graph,
｛Gi ｝should satisfy following rule in theory:

(1)

Eq. (1) describes a functional model of FCM. It
describes that the value of each concept is calculated
by the computation of the influence of other
concepts to the specific concept, the transformation
function is used to confine the weighted sum to a
certain range, which is usually set to [0, 1].

o i (t + 1) =

1
1 + e −C ( t )

(2)

k

2.3 Motivation and Objective

G
i =1
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problem, which would be highly related with its
objective value [54].
Throughout a genetic evolution, the fitter
chromosome has a tendency to yield good quality
offspring, which means a better solution to any
problem. In a practical GA application, a population
pool of chromosome has to be installed and these
can be randomly set initially. The size of this
population varies from one problem to another
although some guidelines are given in. In each cycle
of genetic operation, termed as an evolving process,
a subsequent generation is created from the
chromosomes in the current population. This can
only succeed if a group of these chromosomes,
generally called “parents” or a collection term
“mating pool” is selected via a specific selection
routine. The genes of the parents are mixed and
recombined for the production of offspring in the
next generation. It is expected that from this process
of evolution (manipulation of genes), the “better”
chromosome will create a larger number of
offspring, and thus has a higher chance of surviving
in the subsequent generation, emulating the
survival-of-the-fittest mechanism in nature.
Because GA methodology is particularly suited
for optimization problems, they have been
successfully applied to a wide range of real-world
problems of significant complexity. They work with
a coding of the parameter sets, not the parameter
themselves so that they can get rid of the analytical
limitation of search spaces. They only require
objective function. They operate on a population of
potential solutions applying the principle of survival
of the fittest to produce better and better
approximations to a solution by three fundamental
operators. At each generation, a new set of
approximations is created by the process of
selecting individuals according to their level of
fitness in the problem domain and breeding them
together using operators borrowed from natural
genetics. This process leads to the evolution of
populations of individuals that are better suited to
their environment than the individuals that they
were created from, just as in natural adaptation [55].
GA differs substantially from more traditional
search and optimization methods. The four most
significant differences are:
1) GA searches a population of points in parallel,
not a single point.
2) GA does not require derivative information or
other auxiliary knowledge; only the objective
function and corresponding fitness levels influence
the directions of search.
3) GA uses probabilistic transition rules, not
deterministic ones.

Farther, it is required to satisfy the following two
constraints:
the assignment of nodes-concepts must be
exhaustive and mutually exclusive, i.e, each and
every nodes –concepts must be assigned to exactly
one sub-graph.
The size of a sub-graph should not exceed a
specified maximum size.
FCM is directed graph, and the relationship of
concepts reflects the cause influence between
concepts, so we define a new concept ‘vector
distance’ as the relativity measurement between
concepts.
Definition: vector distance
Let C1 , C2 ,...C n are the nodes of an FCM, the
causal links between nodes are represented by
directed weighted edges that illustrate how much
one concept influences the interconnected concepts,
if the between C i and C j exist causal influence w ij ,
define the cause influence degree wij for vector
distance. If between C i and C j do not exist causal
relationship, the vector distance is 0.
According to the definition of vector distance,
the vector distance between C i and Cj is
corresponding with the element of connection
matrix of FCM, so connection matrix FCM
construct distance matrix.

4 Proposed Method
The partition problem of FCM is known to be a NPcomplete. GA is strong tool to solve NP problem. In
this paper, we present a genetic algorithm for
partition of FCM.

4.1 Genetic Algorithm
The basic principles of the genetic algorithm (GA)
were first proposed by Holland. Thereafter, a series
of
literature
and
reports
[43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53]
became
available. GA is inspired by the mechanism of
natural selection where stronger individuals are
likely the winners in a competing environment. Here,
GA uses a direct analogy of such natural evolution.
Through the genetic evolution method, an optimal
solution can be found and represented by the final
winner of the genetic game.
GA presumes that the potential solution of any
problem is an individual and can be represented by a
set of parameters. These parameters are regarded as
the genes of a chromosome and can be structured by
a string of values in binary form. A positive value,
generally known as a fitness value, is used to reflect
the degree of “goodness” of the chromosome for the
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4) GA works on an encoding of the parameter set
rather than the parameter set itself (except in where
real-valued individuals are used).
Individuals, or current approximations, are
encoded as strings, chromosomes, composed over
some alphabet(s), so that the genotypes
(chromosome values) are uniquely mapped onto the
decision variable (phenotypic) domain.
Having decoded the chromosome representation
into the decision variable domain, it is possible to
assess the performance, or fitness, of individual
members of a population. This is done through an
objective function that characterises an individual’s
performance in the problem domain. In the natural
world, this would be an individual’s ability to
survive in its present environment. Thus, the
objective function establishes the basis for selection
of pairs of individuals that will be mated together
during reproduction.
During the reproduction phase, each individual is
assigned a fitness value derived from its raw
performance measure given by the objective
function. This value is used in the selection to bias
towards more fit individuals. Highly fit individuals,
relative to the whole population, have a high
probability of being selected for mating whereas
less fit individuals have a correspondingly low
probability of being selected.
Once the individuals have been assigned a fitness
value, they can be chosen from the population, with
a probability according to their relative fitness, and
recombined to produce the next generation. Genetic
operators manipulate the characters (genes) of the
chromosomes directly, using the assumption that
certain individual’s gene codes, on average, produce
fitter individuals. The recombination operator is
used to exchange genetic information between pairs,
or larger groups, of individuals. The simplest
recombination operator is that of single-point
crossover.
Consider the two parent binary strings:

O 1 = 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0, and
O 2 = 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0.
This crossover operation is not necessarily
performed on all strings in the population.
Instead, it is applied with a probability Px when
the pairs are chosen for breeding. A further
genetic operator, called mutation, is then
applied to the new chromosomes, a gain with a
set probability, Pm. Mutation causes the
individual genetic representation to be changed
according to some probabilistic rule. In the
binary string representation, mutation will cause
a single bit to change its state, 0 ->1 or 1-> 0.
So, for example, mutating the fourth bit of O 1
leads to the new string,
O 1m = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.
Mutation is generally considered to be a
background operator that ensures that the
probability of searching a particular subspace of the
problem space is never zero. This has the effect of
tending to inhibit the possibility of converging to a
local optimum, rather than the global optimum.
After recombination and mutation, the individual
strings are then, if necessary, decoded, the objective
function evaluated, a fitness value assigned to each
individual and individuals selected for mating
according to their fitness, and so the process
continues through subsequent generations. In this
way, the average performance of individuals in a
population is expected to increase, as good
individuals are preserved and bred with one another
and the less fit individuals die out. The GA is
terminated when some criteria are satisfied, e.g. a
certain number of generations, a mean deviation in
the population, or when a particular point in the
search space is encountered.
Assume that GA is a 8-tuple (C, E, P0, M, S, R,
U, T), where:
C-code
E-fitness function
P0--initialise population
M-population size
S-select operator
R-crossover operator
U-mutation operator
T-stopping condition.
The genetic algorithm can be represented by the
following flowchart, see Fig.2

P 1 = 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0, and
P 2 = 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.
If an integer position, i, is selected uniformly at
random between 1 and the string length, l, minus
one [1, l-1], and the genetic information exchanged
between the individuals about this point, then two
new offspring strings are produced. The two
offspring below are produced when the crossover
point i = 5 is selected,
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In genetic algorithms, the objective function is a
measuring mechanism used to evaluate the status of
a chromosome.
In order to construct objective function, we
define partition variable x.
Suppose a large FCM can be divided into k
smaller chunks, if C i is assigned to partition k,
x ik =1, otherwise x ik =0.

Initialize population

code

1 if C i is assigned to partition k
xik = 
otherwise
0

Compute fitness

as a specifically assignment scheme of nodes, xik
will form a X matrix. i is ith node, j is jth sub-graph.
X={ x ik }
For any partition k the quantity x ik (1 − x jk ) wij
is equal to 0 if the two nodes i and j belong to
partition k, and is equal to 1 if node i belongs to
partition k and node j belongs to other partition.
Consequently, the objective function may be
formulated as:
m n i −1

Yes
Stopping condition
No

Save data

Genetic operation

Stop

BC = ∑∑∑ x ik (1 − x jk ) wij

Update population

Fig . 2 Flowchart of the algorithm
The cycle of evolution is repeated until a desired
termination criterion is reached. The criterion can be
set by the number of evolution cycles
(computational runs), or by the amount of
individuals between different generations, or a predefined value of fitness.

k =1 i = 2 j =1

4.2.3 Stopping condition
Because the GA is a stochastic search method, it is
difficult to formally specify convergence criteria. As
the fitness of a population may remain static for a
number of generations before a superior individual
is found, the application of conventional termination
criteria becomes problematic. The stopping
condition takes into consideration two possible
scenarios of the learning process. The learning
should be terminated when the fitness function
value reaches a threshold value called max-fitness
or reaches a maximum number of generations. The
algorithm uses the latter.

4.2 Partition of Fuzzy Cognitive Map
The following sections provide the details to the
essential elements of the algorithm, including DNA
coding, objective function, stopping condition, and
genetic operators.
4.2.1 Chromosome structure
The representation of a solution is crucial for the
performance of a GA. The classical genetic
algorithms rely on a binary string representation of
solutions. But we do not adopt this representation
here because of the high time complexity associated
with crossover and mutation operations. Instead, we
go in for an integer string representation in which
fitness evaluation of the solution is straightforward.
In the integer string representation, the ordinal value
of an integer in the string represents the number of
the node while the value represents the identity of
the partition number of the corresponding node in
the final solution.

4.2.4 Genetic operators
The implementation of genetic operations is same as
in genetic algorithms. It including the crossover
operator and mutation operator that requires the
selection of the crossover point and mutation point
for each antibody under a predetermined crossover
probability and mutation probability. The crossover
operator provides search of the sample space to
produce good solutions. The mutation operator
performs random perturbations to selected solutions
to avoid the local optimum.
1) Selection operator: Selection is the process
of determining the number of times, or trials, a
particular individual is chosen for reproduction
and, thus, the number of offspring that an

4.2.2 Fitness function
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individual will produce. The selection of
individuals can be viewed as two separate
processes:
 determination of the number of trials an
individual can expect to receive;
 conversion of the expected number of
trials into a discrete number of
offspring.
The first part is concerned with the
transformation of raw fitness values into a realvalued expectation of an individual’s probability
to reproduce and is dealt with in the previous
subsection as fitness assignment. The second part
is the probabilistic selection of individuals for
reproduction based on the fitness of individuals
relative to one another and is sometimes known
as sampling. The remainder of this subsection
will review some of the more popular selection
methods in current usage.
2) Crossover (Recombination) operator: The
basic operator for producing new chromosomes
in the GA is that of crossover. Like its
counterpart in nature, crossover produces new
individuals that have some parts of both parent’s
genetic material. A random crossover point is
generated between 0 and maximum vector size
of the solution. This point divides the two
chromosomes into two parts each. New
chromosomes(offspring) are formed by swapping
that parts of the parent strings demarcated by the
crossover point. After producing the two
offspring solution, we check whether they are
valid. If a solution is invalid, we discard it.
3) Mutation operator: In natural evolution,
mutation is a random process where one allele of
a gene is replaced by another to produce a new
genetic structure. In GA, mutation is randomly
applied with low probability, typically in the
range 0.001 and 0.01, and modifies elements in
the chromosomes. Usually considered as a
background operator, the role of mutation is
often seen as providing a guarantee that the
probability of searching any given string will
never be zero and acting as a safety net to
recover good genetic material that may be lost
through the action of selection and crossover.
The number of mutation points is selected to a
maximum of one third the string length.

In order to evaluating quality of partition
quantificationally we define cohesiveness, coupling
and independence.
Definition: the coupling of sub-graph
The sum of interrelated weight among subgraphs is called coupling, its measure may be
formulated as:
n −1

n

BC = ∑

∑ f (G , G

i =1 j =i +1

j

)

n i −1

m

BC = ∑∑∑ x ik (1 − x jk ) wij
k =1 i = 2 j =1

(5)
Definition: the cohesiveness of sub-graph
The sum of interrelated weight of ith sub-graph
Gi are called cohesiveness, its measure may be
formulated as:

C=

n

∑ f (G , G )
i

i =1
n

n

∑∑ x

Cm =

j =1 i =1

i

x jm wij

im

(6)
Definition: the coupling of the sub-graph Gi with
its complement graph
The sum of interrelated weight of sub-graph Gp
with its complement graph Gq are called the
coupling of the sub-graph Gi with its complement
graph, it may be formulated as:
n

SC = ∑ f (Gi , G j )
j =1

SC pq =

m

n

n

∑ ∑∑ x

q =1, q ≠ p i =1 j =1

ip

x jq w ji
(7)

Definition: the quality of partitioning
The ratio of the cohesiveness with the coupling
of sub-graph Gp and Gq is defined quality of
partitioning, it may be formulated as:

I=
n

I=

4.3 The evaluation of partition quality

C
SC

n

∑∑ x
m

j =1 i =1
n

im
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q =1,q ≠ p i =1 j =1
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The sub-graph 2: Cm＝5.4
The sub-graph 3: Cm＝1.0
The coupling among sub-graph:
BC＝2.2
The coupling of sub-graph with its complement
graph:
The sub-graph 1: SC＝1.2
The sub-graph 2: SC＝1.4
The sub-graph 3: SC＝1.3
The independent of partition:
The sub-graph1:I＝5.6
The sub-graph 2: I＝3.0
The sub-graph 3: I＝0.67

5 Application
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
method, we adopted following example (T able 1) to
validate.
Table 1 The weight of FCM
node
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6 Conclusion
We presented a genetic algorithm for solving the
partitioning problem of fuzzy cognitive map. We
utilized the feature of fuzzy cognitive map to
construct partition rules and use GA to partition the
knowledge base. The result of study suggests that
the method is capable of partitioning fuzzy
cognitive map.
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The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB
with the Genetic Toolbox.
The parameters of the algorithm are reported
below: population size: 60, probability of crossover:
0.7, probability of mutation: 0.01, the maximum
number of generations: 800.
The partition result is follows:

X

=

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1

1
1

1
1

1


1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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